
TPSD 6th grade Math Syllabus 
(4th Nine Weeks) 

Unit Summary:       
Students will focus primarily on four critical areas. The first is connecting ratio and rate 
to whole number multiplication and division and using concepts of ratio and rate to solve 
problems. Students will also focus on understanding division of fractions and extending 
the notion of number to the system of rational numbers, which includes negative 
numbers. Additionally, they will write, interpret,and use expressions and equations. The 
fourth focus area is developing an understanding of statistical thinking.  
Performance Skills:          

❏ Writing a ratio that describes a relationship between two quantities.  
❏ Comparing data from bar diagrams and frequency tables using ratios.  
❏ Plotting values on the coordinate plane and determining the steeper line 

represents the greater rati0.  
❏ Using a ratio as a conversion factor when working with measurements of 

different units.  
❏ Plotting, labeling, and identifying whole numbers, fractions, and decimals on a 

number line.  
❏ Adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing with whole numbers, fractions, 

and decimals.  
❏ Performing operations with mixed numbers.  
❏ Solving an equation or inequality to find the value of the variable. 
❏ Analyzing tables and graphs to determine the dependent and independent 

variable and their relationship.  
❏ Calculating measures of center (mean, median, and mode) and variability of a set 

of numerical data.  
❏ Organizing and displaying data as a box plot, line plot, dot plot, or histogram. 
❏ Drawing inferences about the shape of the distribution using measures of center 

and/or variability.  
Academic Vocabulary/Words to Understand:   
conversion fraction, percent of a quantity, standard algorithm, rational number, 
horizontal, vertical,quadrant, coordinate, inequality, operations, sum, difference, product, 
quotient, factor, coefficient, variable, constant, equivalent expression, compose, 
decompose, statistical questions, independent variable, dependent variable, mean 
median, mode, range of sample, outlier, center, cluster, gap 
Note:  This is not an all-inclusive list of terms.   
Helpful resource: 
Mississippi Department of Education (MDE) has provided resources for parents to assist student learning 
outside of the classroom.  This resource, The Family Guide for Student Success outlines what your child 
should learn at each grade level from pre-kindergarten through eighth grade. You can encourage your 
child’s academic growth by reinforcing classroom activities at home. The Family Guide for Student 
Success booklets represent what all students should know and be able to do at the end of each grade 
level. 
http://mdek12.org/docs/elementary-education-and-reading-library/fgss_6th-grade_web-
view_20161012162519_650721.pdf?sfvrsn=2 

http://mdek12.org/docs/elementary-education-and-reading-library/fgss_6th-grade_web-view_20161012162519_650721.pdf?sfvrsn=2


TPSD 7th grade Math Syllabus 
(4th Nine Weeks) 

Unit Summary:       
Students will focus primarily on four critical areas. The first is developing an 
understanding of and applying proportional relationships. In addition, students will 
develop an understanding of operations with rational numbers and work with 
expressions and linear equations. They will also solve problems involving scale 
drawings and informal geometric constructions, and work with two- and three-
dimensional shapes to solve problems involving area, surface area, and volume. The 
fourth focus area is drawing inferences about populations based on samples.  
Performance Skills:      

❏ Setting up and solving ratios to include complex fractions. 
❏ Constructing graphs or tables to determine if quantities are proportional and 

writing equations representing proportional relationships. 
❏ Adding or subtracting up to 3 rational numbers with and without the use of a 

horizontal or vertical number line. 
❏ Adding and subtracting up to 3 like or unlike fractions and mixed numbers. 
❏ Multiplying and dividing integers and rational numbers. 
❏ Reproducing a scale drawing that is proportional to a given geometric figure 

using a different scale. 
❏ Identifying corresponding sides of scaled geometric figures. 
❏ Constructing triangles from three given angle measures or from three given side 

measures. 
❏ Calculating the area of circles, the circumference of circles, and identifying 

relationships between the two. 
❏ Solving mathematical and real-world problems involving types of angles and their 

measures.     
❏ Solve mathematical and real-world problems involving area, surface area, and 

volume of geometric figures.      
❏ Drawing informal comparative inferences about two populations from random 

samples.  
Academic Vocabulary/Words to Understand:   
unit rate, equivalent, proportional,gratuities, commission, numerator, denominator, 
algebraic expression, verbal expression, equation, inequality, scale, ratio 
Note:  This is not an all-inclusive list of terms.   
Helpful resource: 
Mississippi Department of Education (MDE) has provided resources for parents to assist student learning 
outside of the classroom.  This resource, The Family Guide for Student Success outlines what your child 
should learn at each grade level from pre-kindergarten through eighth grade. You can encourage your 
child’s academic growth by reinforcing classroom activities at home. The Family Guide for Student 
Success booklets represent what all students should know and be able to do at the end of each grade 
level. 
http://www.mde.k12.ms.us/docs/elementary-education-and-reading-library/fgss_7th-grade_web-
view_20161012162519_868037.pdf?sfvrsn=2 

http://www.mde.k12.ms.us/docs/elementary-education-and-reading-library/fgss_7th-grade_web-view_20161012162519_868037.pdf?sfvrsn=2


TPSD 8th grade Math Syllabus 
(4th Nine Weeks) 

Unit Summary: 
Students will focus on three critical areas.The first is formulating and reasoning about 
expressions and equations, including modeling an association in bivariate data with a 
linear equation, and solving linear equations and systems of linear equations. Students 
will also focus on grasping the concept of a function and using functions to describe 
quantitative relationships. The third focus area is analyzing two- and three-dimensional 
space and figures using distance, angle, similarity, and congruence, and understanding 
and applying the Pythagorean Theorem. 
Performance Skills:       

❏ Writing and evaluating expressions containing exponents. 
❏ Finding the square roots and cube roots of numbers. 
❏ Finding the distance between two points using the distance formula. 
❏ Finding parts of a right triangle using the Pythagorean Theorem. 
❏ Evaluating expressions involving addition, subtraction, multiplication, or division 

and expressing the answer in scientific notation.     
❏ Determining whether the relationship between two quantities is linear.  
❏ Finding the slope of a line using a table, graph, equation, diagram, and verbal 

description.       
❏ Classifying equations by number of solutions. 
❏ Determining functions from non numerical data.  
❏ Graphing functions in the coordinate plane. 
❏ Using the Pythagorean Theorem to find an unknown side length of a right triangle 

and to calculate various dimensions of right triangles found in a three- 
dimensional figure. 

❏ Perform a series of transformations and/or dilations to a figure.  
Academic Vocabulary/Words to Understand:   
rational numbers, irrational numbers, scientific notation, legs, hypotenuse, congruent 
triangles 
Note:  This is not an all-inclusive list of terms.   
Helpful resource: 
Mississippi Department of Education (MDE) has provided resources for parents to assist student learning 
outside of the classroom.  This resource, The Family Guide for Student Success outlines what your child 
should learn at each grade level from pre-kindergarten through eighth grade. You can encourage your 
child’s academic growth by reinforcing classroom activities at home. The Family Guide for Student 
Success booklets represent what all students should know and be able to do at the end of each grade 
level. 
http://mdek12.org/docs/elementary-education-and-reading-library/fgss_8th-grade_web-view.pdf?sfvrsn=2

http://mdek12.org/docs/elementary-education-and-reading-library/fgss_8th-grade_web-view.pdf?sfvrsn=2

